
Tectonic Technology Innovation Company Limited 
 

Company Description 
Tectonic Technology Innovation Company Limited (“TTI”) is a Hong Kong Science Park 

Company under incubation program. Furthermore, TTI is partnering with ASTRI to develop a 

blockchain platform, tectechain.com, to facilitate the Intellectual Property (IP) owners to 

uncover values of their inventions/creations and to promote the selling and collaborations of 

the IP, in turns support more new inventions/creations. 

 

To build blockchain-based patents exchange platforms to connect buyers directly with IP 

owners. The IP owners can decide to sell ownership or usage rights to the potential investors 

through digital contracts.  The platform standardizes and simplifies the IP trading process 

and open up eventually the globally IP ecosystem. 

 

Tectechain.com is also a NFT enabler and NFDA generator for entering Metaverse. 

 

Job Vacancies 
 

1.Marketing and Customer Services 

Design and Implementing digital marketing for the platforms, organizing Exhibitions, 

On-site promotions, customer services. 

Familiar with Discord, Twitter and IG 

Good to write in English and/or Chinese  

or any other languages is a +,  

Knowledge of garphics is a ++, 

Experience in NFTs and Crypto is a +++ 

 

2. Software Engineer 

We are looking for a Blockchain engineer developing on the Ethereum and Hyperledger 

Fabric, and Smart contracts platform. 

About your Talents: 

Exceptional programming skills in Java, Go 

Understand business logic of application and do Smart Contracts development on Solidity 

Develop UI/UX for blockchain solutions 

Consolidate codebase and enforce testing standard 

Webservices (Restful/SOAP), AWS API Gateway, Redis, Solidity, 

Experience working with functional / lambda programming languages – Smart Contract 

Languages (Solidity, Chain Code), Haskell, or Scala FP 



Working knowledge of Linux command line with shell scripting 

NoSQL databases 

Interacting with API’s using multithreaded technologies (GRPC, RXJava) 

Knowledge with Kubernetes or Docker 

GitHub or similar 

Go, Java, Python, JSON, MySQL, NoSQL 

Good to have: 

Regular code audits, code improvements, quality built in the coding. 

Good spoken and written English 

Good understanding of ICOs, STOs, Token economics 

Develop ERC20 token/Smart Contracts base on Ethereum network  

Creating Ethereum smart contracts and deploying them to different test networks such as 

Rinkeby, Ropsten.  

Blockchain node core development 

If there are candidates, please also tell them to contact me through whatsapp 9309 2307 
or email daniel.au@tectechain.com


